ANTITRUST

Drive your antitrust practice forward
with the most advanced legal technology
platform from LexisNexis
®

Rapidly evolving worldwide regulatory requirements provide an opportunity to address
global uncertainty. Harness up-to-date antitrust resources, cutting-edge technology
and practice area expertise from LexisNexis.

Develop winning strategies and uncover risks and competitive
advantages with exclusive news sources.
Stay on top of new and emerging issues that impact your clients with coverage
from an exclusive collection of sources on the Lexis Advance® Antitrust
Practice Center page.
FTC:Watch™ from MLex® is a targeted news source covering the FTC, DOJ
and other competition authorities. MLex is the leading independent news
provider of global insight, analysis and commentary on antitrust.
Mealey’s® Daily News Update—Antitrust/Unfair Competition provides premier,
reliable daily coverage on antitrust legal issues.
Law360® Competition keeps you apprised of breaking and top news stories
specifically in the antitrust practice area.

Advise clients and ensure compliance in diverse antitrust matters.
Compliance in transactions, investigations and business requires that you manage extensive and complex
matters. LexisNexis® resources and guidance help you provide the most effective counsel to your clients
and representation in antitrust litigation.
Advise with more than 60 treatises, practice guides and journals to inform you in antitrust/competition law
and related areas. LexisNexis analysis ranges from sources such as Matthew Bender®, the ABA and ALM®
to the Getting the Deal Through series.
Ensure compliance with primary materials including an extensive collection of authority from the FTC
and DOJ Antitrust Division and the indispensable ABA reference, Antitrust Law Developments.
Mitigate risk with LexisNexis titles cited by the U.S. Supreme Court, FTC, DOJ and numerous times
by the federal courts, such as Antitrust Laws and Trade Regulation.
Keep your clients up to date on specialized topics such as: antitrust litigation; merger control; distribution
and franchising; antitrust in healthcare and intellectual property; international competition laws; state unfair
competition; and other topics.
Two important global titles include, China Merger Control and the China Antitrust
Law Journal. We also recommend Antitrust Economics for Lawyers, a recently added primer.

ANTITRUST

Use integrated data-driven insights to inform your strategies.
Gain a competitive edge with data-driven insights enabled by
the latest technology. Empower your case strategy, assessment,
management and business development using award-winning
Lex Machina® Legal Analytics®. You’ll find:
Crucial and relevant information on judges, courts, counsel
and cases
Case outcomes and awards by: category and jurisdiction;
case timing; a judge’s open case count and cases by year;
and comparative information
One-click access from Lexis Advance using the
Lex Machina panel

Build your argument on a stronger foundation.
Whether diving into analysis for antitrust research or browsing a current antitrust topic, how information
is presented makes all the difference in both efficiency and results. You already have access to timesaving
data visualization with Lexis Advance search results.
Quickly identify what matters most with visual cues that call out
critical information more effectively. The Lexis Advance Search
Term Maps feature shows where search terms are clustered in
search results and in documents, so you can quickly determine
relevance to your issue. (See screen at right.)
Review citing decisions and appellate history at a glance using
Shepard’s® graphical features—available with Lexis Advance.
Glimpse treatment by court and jurisdiction over time, see
patterns and how a point of law is evolving, validate your position
and uncover additional support. (See screen, bottom right.)

Get right to the antitrust content you need now.
Quickly access the Lexis Advance Antitrust Practice Center
under Browse.
Receive timely, critical information for your business and clients
with Alerts. Click the “bell” icon in Lexis Advance search results,
then use Overview, Monitor and Delivery options to customize.

Sign up for training or get more information.
Contact your LexisNexis® client manager.
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